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ABSTRACT
A novel technique to measure in situ, simultaneously,
temperature and thin
film
thickness
during
semiconductor processing is described in this paper.
The measurement technique is based on the principle
thatthevelocityofanultrasonicLambwave
propagating in a silicon wafer is a function of both the
wafer temperature and the thin film coating on the
wafer
surface.Weareabletoobtaintheprocessing
temperature and film thickness simultaneouslywith two
sets of sensors operating at two distinct frequencies,
OSMHz and 1.5MHz. This technique is demonstrated
in an aluminum sputtering system. We have achieveda
temperature measurement accuracy of C0.lS’C and an
aluminumfilmthicknessresolutionof
+170A. The
measurement does not depend
on the optical or the
electrical properties of either the wafer or the film
material,
and
is
insensitive
to
the
processing
environment. With its high measurement accuracy and
setupsimplicity,thissensorsystemcarriesgreat
potential i n semiconductorprocessmonitoringand
control.

Thesensorisdemostrated
in analuminumfilm
deposition process. The temperature measurement
in
this technique still enjoys the benefit of wide range with
nodependency on waferemmisitivity,whichthe
limiting factor i n many pyrometer-based sensors. The
sensors are also suitable to practically any type of film,
regardless of optical or electrical properties. This makes
!his measurement technique a very valuable tool in realtime wafer process monitoring, and in compensation of
equipment drifts and diagnosis of system status.

INTRODUCTION
Feature sizes in integrated circuits (IC) continues to
shrink which makes close-looped process control
of
processing parameters increasingly important, thus in
situ temperatureandfilmthicknesssensorsare
necessary in manystagesofICmanufacturing.
Ultrasonic sensors utilizing Lamb wave propagation in
silicon wafers have been used to measure temperature’,2,
and film thickness’, both in a wide range and with high
accuracy.Inthispaper,wefurtheradvancethis
technology to perform in situ measurementof
temperatureandthinfilmthicknesssimultaneously.
We demonstrate theability of achieving an accuracy of
fo.15’C in temperature and t170.& in film thickness.
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Fig. 1. Phase velocity dispersion relation of a
0.5mm thick silicon wafer along <loo>
direction. We operate at low frequency region
where only two modes, So and A, mode, can
exist.

THIN FILM EFFECT ONAo MODE LAMB WAVES
A silicon wafer is an anisotropic plate in which many
modes of acoustic Lamb waves can be excited4 Fig. I
shows the phase velocity dispersion relations of the first
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few modes of Lamb waves in a silicon wafer. At very
low frequency, only two modes exist, the symmetric So
mode and the anti-symmetric A. mode. The acoustic
transducersarechosentoselectivelyexcitethe
A,
mode4. The A, mode Lamb wave velocity is a function
1.5
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Fig. 2. (a)Theoretical calculation of A, mode
TOF temperature sensitivity. The temperature
sensitivity does not vary much with frequency
from O.5MHz to I.5MHz. (b)Theoretical
calculation of A, mode TOF change as Ipm of
aluminum film is deposited on a silicon wafer.
The film dependency changessignificantly
with frequency.The
zero crossing at about
1.6MHz implies that thephasevelocity
docs
not change as aluminum film is deposited.
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of both the temperature andthin film coating on the
wafer
We
employ
a time of flight
(TOF)
measurement technique to measure the time for the
Lambwave to travelfromthetransmitter
to the
receiver3. Since the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver does not change during measurement,
we can directly relate the TOF variation to temperature
and film thickness change. Fig.
2(a) shows the TOF
change of the A, mode Lamb wave along the <loo>
directionvs.temperature
i n a 0.5mmthicksilicon
wafer.Fig.2(b)showsthe
TOF change of velocity
alongthe
<loo> directionperpmofdeposited
aluminum film. The dual effects of film thickness and
temperature on the Lamb wave velocity enable
us to
measurebothparameterssimultaneouslyduring
processing.Theoreticalcalculationindicates
that the
TOFchangeslinearlywithtemperatureandfilm
thickness in a very wide range, therefore, we can express
the TOF changeas
ATOF=k,T+kiZ
where T and Z denote temperature and film thickness
change,respectively,and
k , , k,are theconstant
coefficients, which can be obtained with experimental
calibration.Inordertoresolvetwounknowns
-temperature and filmthickness,weusetwosetsof
transmittersandreceiverstooperateatdifferent
frequencies. We note from Fig.2(a) that the temperature
sensitivity coefficient of Lamb waves does not change
much with frequency, while from Fig.2(b), we see that
thealuminumfilmsensitivitycoefficientchanges
significantly and becomes zero at around I.6MHz. This
implies that if we select one of the transducer pairs to
operate at 1.6MHz. the corresponding T O F will not
depend on thefilmthicknessbutonlydepend
on
temperature. In reality, because the transducer has finite
bandwidth, the TOF will be affected slightly by film
thickness. We express the TOF changeas follows:
ATOF, = k,hT+ k,Z
ATOF, = k,i T + k,,Z
where subscript h and l'denotes high and low frequency
channels. We choose the two frequencies of operation
in the experiment to be0.5 MHz and 1.5 MHz to insure
that the coefficient matrix is well conditioned because
k,'s change significantly from O.5MHz to 1.5MHz. and
k , ' s are not strongfunctionsoffrequency.
W e can
therefore obtain the values of temperature and film
thickness with a simply linear inversion:

Transducers

1.5MHz
Transducers

Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the sensor
system. Two transmitterlreceiver Sets are
aligned perpendicular to each other along
<IC@ and <010> direction in order to have the
Lamb waves travel effectively on the same
crystal axis. The quartz buffer pinsare 50mm
long with diameters of 3mmforthe
0.5MHz
transducers and I m m for the I . 5 M H z
transducers.The
sensors are installed in an
IBM aluminum sputtering station i n whichthe
experiment is performed.

E

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The Lamb
waves are excited using a piezoelectric transducer bonded
to a S cm long fused quartz rod. The tip of the quartz
rod is rounded with a radius of curvature of 1 0 0 p .
The spherical tip gives a point contact to the back side
ofthesiliconwafer,andthetransducerlquartz
rod
loaded
to
stable
contacts
ensure
assembly is spring
a new wafer is loaded. An identical
everytime
transducerlquartz pin set is used as a receiver to detect
the Lamb wave transmitted through the substrate. Lead
Zirconium Titanate (PZT-5H) is used as the transducer
materialandtheresonantfrequencychosentohe
0.5MHz for one transmitterlreceiver setand 1.5MHz for
the other. The
TOF techniqueemployedhere is the
same as that in Ref 3. Because silicon is an anisotropic
material,weusethewaferflatastheorientation
referenceto alignthetwotransmitterlreceiversets
<loo> and <010>
perpendicular to eachotheralong
direction in order to havetheLambwavestravel
effectively on the same crystal axis.
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Fig. 4.
Simultaneous
measurement
of
temperature and film thickncss
during
an
aluminum sputtcring process in which about
1 . 2 ~ mof film is deposited i n 30 minutes.
During the deposition, the wafer temperature is
raised hy about 8 T ( a ) Temperature obtained
using linear inversion compared with that
measured by a thermocouple. There is very
two
good
agreement
between
the
measurements. (h) Linearlyinverted aluminum
f i l m thickness
during
processing.
The
sputtering station provides a linear growth rate
of aluminum film. The tinal thickness is
measured by a profilometer and the straight line
represents the actual film growth. Again, there
is very good agreement.
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The transducers are protected by vacuum tight metal
housings so thatthePZTisnotexposed
to the
sputtering
environment.
The
accuracy
of
the
temperature and film thickness measurements is mainly
determined by the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
of the
receiver signal. Special care
is taken toseparatethe
signal and chassis grounds to prevent ground noise. An
ultra-lownoise(2pVoltsldHz)preamplifier
is used
immediately after the receiver and the signal is amplified
by 30dB before it travels out of the sputtering chamber.
We have obtained 72dB of SNR in the OSMHz channel
and 57dB in the I .SMHz channel.
Theacousticsensorsystem
is implemented in an
aluminum
sputtering
system.
The
aluminum
deposition rate is calibratedand chosen to be 4 0 0 k m i n .
Duringsputtering, a thermocouple is bondedtothe
wafer and used as temperature reference. A calibration
run is donefirst with temperaturemeasured by the
thermocoupleandthefilmthicknessmeasured
by a
profilometer. The TOF data during the calibration run
is then used to obtain the inversion coefficient matrix
and this matrix is used for subsequent deposition runs.
Fig. 4 describe a typical30-minutesputteringon
a
0 S m m thick silicon wafer during which about 1.2pm
of aluminum film is deposited. The TOF data from
both the 0.SMHz and I .5MHz channel are recorded,and
thelinearinversion
is performedtoobtainthe
temperature and thickness during the sputtering
run.
Fig. 4(a) shows the temperature obtained with our linear
measurement
inversion from thetwochannelTOF
compared with thermocouplereading. A measurement
accuracy of ?O.IS~C is achieved. Fig. 4(b) shows the
inverted aluminum film thickness during the same 30minutesputteringdeposition,andfilmthickness
resolution is +170A.

CONCLUSIONS
Precisecontrolofprocessingtemperature
and film
thickness is becoming increasingly important in current
semiconductor industry, and in situ sensors are essential
elements in performingtheclosed
loop control of
manufacturingprocesses.
W e havedemonstrated a
novel technique for in situ simultaneous measurement
ofbothparametersusingultrasonicwaves.The
acoustic sensor system can he easily implemented into
existingindustrialprocessingequipment.Thelow
thermal conductivity of the quartz pins insuresthat they
donotintroducesignificantheattransferduring
processing. The acousticenergyisconfined
in the
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silicon wafer, therefore the measurement is insensitive
to the processing environment such as pressure or gas
species.Themeasurementdoes
not depend on the
optical or electrical properties of thesilicon wafer or the
deposition material. With proper calibration, the sensor
can
also
be
used
i n real-time
film
property
characterizationandmulti-layerdepositionprocess
control.
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